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a b s t r a c t 

The friction factor is a key input for “barrel compression test ” and for a meaningful interpretation of the test data. 

Despite its widespread use, due to the complexity of the problem, there are very few solutions available for the 

test, let alone for the friction factor. Extended-Avitzur (EA) model has serious known limitations to calculate the 

friction factor. To estimate the friction factor more reliably, a closed-form solution of the friction factor has been 

proposed here. The solution is based on the “Exponential Profile Model ” (EPM) and provides an instantaneous 

value for the friction factor. It simply relies on the sample’s initial and deformed dimensions. Unlike existing 

experimental procedures, the proposed solution integrates the test results and friction factor identification based 

on a single set of experimental load-displacement-barreling data. Merits of the model and its solution were high- 

lighted and compared to those of the conventional Cylindrical Profile Models (CPMs). A finite element model 

was developed as the reference to produce pseudo-experimental test data and to verify the presented solution. 

The deformation data were used in the EPM and the EA model to calculate the friction factors by each model 

and to compare them with the reference data as the benchmark. Contrary to EA’s estimated friction factors, those 

identified by the EPM were in good agreement with the reference values. Recommendations were provided to 

identify a deformation zone at which the EPM’s friction factor can be estimated meaningfully. 
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ntroduction 

Friction is a complex phenomenon with numerous key roles and ap-

lications in science and engineering. Prior knowledge of friction factor

s also essential for several experimental-numerical studies [1–7] , indus-

rial forming processes [8–12] and characterization material properties

12–16] . Solving friction’s exact governing equations for a real transient

rocess or its physical simulation is extremely complex. 

“Barrel Compression Test ” (BCT), also known as Axisymmetric Com-

ression Test, is extensively used by researchers to physically simulate

riction and deformation to understand their associated phenomena,

articularly to characterize the flow behaviour of materials in hot and

old forming conditions and to design and optimize industrial forming

rocesses. 

As far as the BCT applications are concerned, there are two essential

nitiatives to estimate friction factor more accurately: 

1 As a material property characterization tool, BCT heavily relies on

the accuracy of its post-processing techniques to convert the raw

data into the flow curves. The flow curves are then studied and
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analysed to understand other related phenomena (e.g. recovery,

static/dynamic/meta-dynamic recrystallization). 

2 The test is an important avenue to understand friction behaviour

and its development during industrial processes that are physically

simulated by BCT. 

The test provides two avenues to study friction; no barreling, and

ith barreling. The latter can be classified in three groups; analytical

eometry-based, experimental geometry-based and numerical. A time-

ine of the selected analytical works on BCT’s no barreling and with bar-

eling and their developments are shown in Fig. 1 and discussed next. 

No barreling (Cylindrical) 1950-1967: Nadai [28] presented one

f the earliest solutions of the test which ignores the effects of barrel-

ng in the deforming sample. A no barreling solution, also known as a

ylindrical Profile Model (CPM), ignores the shear deformation in the

ample and replaces the barrelled profile by an equivalent cylindrical

ne. The solution is incapable of estimating the friction and employs a

onstant friction factor as a pre-known value. 

Conventional CPM solutions employ a bi-linear velocity field with

everal oversimplifications most notably on the exclusion of shear de-
 October 2020 
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Fig. 1. A time-line of BCT’s selected analytical milestones from no-barreling to barreling era; [17–28] and the current work. 
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(  
ormation in the sample and assumptions on friction; they require fric-

ion factor as a pre-requisite to convert the measured load-displacement

ata to the material flow data. Another limitation is that an average fric-

ion factor has to be identified separately through another experiment

efore being used to interpret the compression test measurements (see

or example [ 29 , 30 ] and [14] ). This uncoupled procedure significantly

ncreases the labour and uncertainties in the obtained flow data. 

Due to the simplicity of the CPM solutions, they are still being widely

sed beyond their scope e.g. for thermo-mechanical processing and stud-

es. The validity of these works can be disputed elsewhere. In more

han five decades, several researchers have attempted to establish a re-

iable theoretical and experimental technique to estimate friction. Key

xamples of these techniques include the works done by Kobayashi and

homsen [17] and Avitzur [21] who are among the pioneers of such

ndeavours. 

Avitzur Family, 1967-2001 (with Barreling): This era has two

tages: Avitzur, 1967-20 01 and Extended Avitzur, 2002-1010 which are

iscussed next. 

Avitzur, 1967-2001: Avitzur’s limit analysis (Avitzur [19] ) and its

ssociated upper bound solution of BCT, provided key pioneering devel-

pments for barreling studies. The work entailed a dedicated kinetically

dmissible velocity field incorporating a barreling parameter which was

sed to define shearing deformation in the sample through a barreling

arameter. The resulted strain rate components were employed in an

pper bound solution of the problem. These attempts almost coincided

ith the advent of numerical methods such as finite element analysis

31] and their applications to solve complex boundary value problems.

he promises of finite element are at least partially responsible to post-

one closed-form solutions of the test for a while; the numerical methods

ppeared shortly as attractive and powerful alternatives to closed-form

olutions of the problems, see for example [32–34] . However, due to the

umerical solutions’ need to the material properties and friction factor

s inputs, the solutions were deemed unqualified as viable “direct tech-

iques ” to characterize the most important process parameters. Never-

heless, numerical solutions are considered the best available methods

o simulate such complex problems and to benchmark their solutions. 
Extended Avitzur (EA), 2002-2010: Ebrahimi and Najafizadeh

22] extended Avitzur’s upper bound solution to a new level. They uti-

ized a solution for Avitzur’s barreling parameter to indirectly measure

he test’s friction factor based on the initial and deformed dimensions

f BCT sample. We refer to this model as Extended-Avitzur (EA) model.

hoddam and Hodgson [25] found that EA formulation provides a rea-

onably good estimation of effective strain and strain rate in the sample

hen compared to those based on CPM solutions. Due to EA’s conve-

ience, its friction factor has been extensively used by researchers to

dentify materials flow behaviours based on CPM solutions. However,

s shown by Solhjoo [23] in a comparative study, the EA’s predicted

riction factor deviates significantly with those simulated by finite ele-

ent. In an attempt to rectify this, Solhjoo developed some alternative

olutions ([23] and [35] ) to identify the parameter more accurately and

ventually its associated friction factor. Unfortunately, neither of the

roposed alternatives provided a reliable estimate of the friction factor.

hese led the authors to a conclusion that Avitur’s kinematically admis-

ible velocity field is not representative enough for the barreling test

nd therefore the family of Avitzur-based solutions, including EA, are

nqualified for friction factor identification. One notes the challenging

nd iterative nature of an upper bound based friction solution which

an only be verified after completion of all previous theoretical layers

ncluding velocity filed, kinematic solution and upper bound solutions.

his is a result of the non-uniqueness of the admissible velocity field

or a boundary value problem; a kinematically admissible velocity field

oes not guarantee a reliable friction solution. A remedy for the non-

niqueness issue is to iterate alternative kinematically admissible ve-

ocity fields; an optimum velocity field can be found by verification.

uch an iteration will eventually provide a reliable new family of upper

ound solution for friction factor. This explains why the authors pro-

osed a new family of formulation (see EPM family in Fig. 1 ) which is

xplained next. 

Exponential Profile Model (EPM) Family (with Barreling), 2011-

ow: The end of the EA solution era meant a need to propose new al-

ernatives. To accomplish this, a new model: Exponential Profile Model

EPM) was proposed by Khoddam; EPM’s family of formulations was
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“  
riefly outlined in [24] . EPM’s associated sets of theoretical layers

EPM’s family) included its alternative barreling parameter [27] , kine-

atic solution, strain rate components [26] and deformation energy

27] . The theories were developed in preparation for an upper bound-

ased solution for the test’s friction factor. The latter is EPM’s inner-most

heoretical layer and will be dealt with in the current work and verified

gainst a reference numerical solution. 

Experimental geometry-based solution of BCT’s friction: So-

uoglu and Gedikli [30] proposed an experimental procedure for the

easurement for friction compensation, ring compression test and the

pen-die backward extrusion test technique. Also, Jung, Lee, Kim, Kang

nd Im [36] used the tip test to measure the friction during cold forging.

owever, these procedures are often difficult to perform and they don’t

irectly nor adequately represent the friction in a real forming process.

t is not practical to run a separate measurement for each BCT. 

Numerical friction studies on BCT: Inverse (indirect) approaches

ave been used to identify deformation related parameters and friction.

xamples of these are parameter identification for plain strain processes

37] , an indirect measurement of static recrystallization [38] and con-

titutive parameters by Zhao, Wang, Chang and Yan [39] . More recent

xamples can be found in [40–42] . However, these procedures are quite

runed to entrapment into a local minimum during their optimization

teps [43–45] . 

A combination of FEA and an analytical solution has been exten-

ively used in the literature to explain microstructural evolution during

hysical testings. An example of this is the study of flow and microstruc-

ure [46] . The results obtained by an ill-defined mixed approach should

e used with care as they may not be transferable to the industrial pro-

esses. Li, Onodera and Chiba [47] developed an alternative method to

valuate the friction factor by curve fitting the FE simulated test results.

owever, the derivations have limited usage and are mostly applicable

o the simulated cases. 

This work fills the gap for a verified analytical solution of BCT’s fric-

ion factor. This geometry-based solution, which relies on the EPM ve-

ocity field, provides an alternative BCT solution for indirect measure-

ent of the friction factor based on the sample geometry changes. The

olution involves the derivation of the deformation power and frictional

ower loss in the sample in an upper bound framework using the EPM’s

inematic solution. Next, a closed-form solution for BCT’s friction factor

s derived by minimization of a “minimum potential energy functional ”

or EPM’s barreling parameter. This will be followed by validation of

he proposed solution using an FE model as the reference. Also, EA so-

utions for the same scenarios will be presented to allow a comparison

etween the merits of each model and their solutions. 

heoretical derivations for BCT’s friction factor 

 concise summary of BCT’s terms and definitions 

A unified set of symbols are used for the geometry of the barrelled

ample, its velocity field and strain rate components are presented first

o allow an easier cross-referencing between the current work and the

revious literature. The terminologies and symbols are used next to de-

ive a closed-form solution of friction factor based on EPM’s kinematic

olution. 

he barreled geometry 

The conventional no-barreled model of BCT, “Cylindrical Profile

odel ” (CPM) is shown in Fig. 2 and compared with the barreled model.

 CPM model ignores “barreling induced deformation ” of its free surface

ssuming that its profile remains cylindrical during the test. Due to its

implicity, it has been frequently used in the literature (e.g. [48–50] ). 

Undeformed geometry of BCT sample and its coordinate system, ( r ,

 ) are shown in Fig. 2 a. This is a classical disc compression problem with

 solid sample being compressed between two parallel rigid platens. The

o-barreled sample’s profile at an arbitrary time step, t ≠ 0, is shown
n 
n Fig. 2 b in which shearing deformation is ignored. The same deforma-

ion step, t n ≠ 0, is shown in Fig. 2 c with a barrelled profile taking into

ccount the shearing deformation. Key geometrical parameters for both

odels and their coordinate systems are also shown in the same figures.

or both models, the radial and tangential axes of the cylindrical co-

rdinate system are located in the samples mid-plane. In practice, the

pper platen moves towards the lower one with a downward velocity
̇
 , which is held fixed. For ease of formulation, we fix the coordinate

ystem’s r axis to the mid-plane with centre, O , located at the sample’s

entre. This, however, doesn’t change the problem and based on this rep-

esentation, sample’s top and bottom surface velocities are now −0 . 5 �̇� 

nd 0 . 5 �̇� , toward the mid-plane, respectively. Consequently, the prob-

em becomes symmetric in both geometry and loading and therefore,

nly the upper half of the sample needs to be solved. Also, it is assumed

hat the sample does not rotate; the tangential coordinate, 𝜃, is excluded

n Fig. 2 for simplicity. However, we note that a nonzero shearing strain

evelops in the planes containing the third axis. 

The radial, axial and tangential scalar components of displacement

or a material point in the barreled sample are denoted by u , v and w ,

espectively, and the same symbols with a “dot superscript ” represent

heir corresponding velocity components. The tangential components w

nd �̇� are not shown in Fig. 2 for the sake of simplicity. 

For the case of CPM ( Fig. 2 b), sample’s profile radius, �̄� 𝑛 =

 . 5 𝐷 0 

√ 

𝐻 0 
𝐻 𝑛 

, is assumed constant across z direction for the given defor-

ation step n . 

he incremental and generic time steps 

Due to the plastic nature of deformation and the presence of friction,

eformation energy transfer during BCT is non-conservative . As a result,

he process becomes path dependant . For an easier presentation of the

ransient deformation and friction during BCT, two time-step conven-

ions are adopted throughout this article: incremental and generic nota-

ions. Presenting different expressions in this article, a deformation or

riction parameter is frequently referred to with emphasize on its time-

tep, n when it is evaluated or measured. Such cases are presented in

his article using an “incremental notation ”. 

Different solutions of the barreled sample including geometrical, ve-

ocity field, strain and strain rate components and upper bound en-

rgy terms can be performed incrementally or generically. Solutions for

oth small and large deformation increments in EPM were presented in

26] and [27] , respectively. The latter is suitable to identify the EMP’s

nstantaneous barreling parameter and its profile, R n ( z ). Fig. 2 c illus-

rates the barrelled radius, R n ( z ) at the sample’s free surface at a time

tep of n in a given r − 𝜃 plane parallel to the mid-plane as a function of

 . The radius has an arbitrary axial distance of z from the mid-plane. 

Example parameters of BCT, to be represented either as incremental

r generic, are R n ( z ), D n and H n (see Fig. 2 ) which denote instantaneous

rofile radius, mid-plane diameter and height corresponding to a time

tep n , respectively. An incremental expression typically correlates the

arameters between two quasi-static sequential time steps namely n and

 − 1. Otherwise, the same parameter may be referred to using a generic

otation when the incremental nature of the process is less emphasized.

n example is when the deformation step is near the undeformed con-

guration ( n = 0). When using the generic notation, the current time

tep subscript ( n ) is dropped for the sake of brevity. This simplifies the

pcoming formulations. When an expression is represented by generic

otations, the body’s configuration is compared to the initial configura-

ions denoted by subscripts 0 (e.g. D 0 and H 0 ). 

riction factor identification; energy conservation 

This section provides an interpretation of the well-known “conser-

ation of energy ” principle applied to “compression of a solid disk ” as a

non-conservative (non-ideal) ” process. It also allows to use a consistent
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Fig. 2. Illustration of a compression increment; (a) undeformed-initial sample, (b) ignoring barreling (CPM) an arbitrary deformed-cylindrical ( t = t n )- showing an 

arbitrary cylindrical profile radius �̄� 𝑛 (profile’s effective radius) and (c) barrelled profile ( t = t n )- showing an arbitrary R n ( z ) (barrelled profile’s radius). 
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omenclature for parameters used in these well-known principles, those

sed in metal forming and those already used in EPM formulation. 

A deforming BCT sample may be considered as a non-isolated system

eparated from its environment at its two boundaries namely sample

ool’s interface and sample’s free surface. The conservation of energy can

e stated mathematically for the BCT system: a change in the system’s

otal energy ΔE sys , is equal to the total sum of energy transferred across

he system boundary ΣT by some mechanism (e.g. work or heat) during

he change (see for example [51] : 

𝐸 sys = Δ𝑈 𝑖𝑛𝑡 + Δ𝐸 𝑡𝑟 = 

∑
𝑇 (1)

here ΔU int and ΔE tr are the internal energy change due to plastic strain

nd traction induced energy change at the tool-sample interface due to

riction, respectively. We note that both ΔU int and ΔE tr are irreversible.

ssuming an isothermal system, the only mechanism of energy transfer

n this system is the work across the tool-sample interface ΣT . For a small

uasi-static height change of ΔH , the work is ΣT = L ΔH where L is the

ontact force between the tool and sample. Dividing both sides of Eq.

 by an infinitesimal time increment of Δt = t n − t n-1 , an expression for

onservation of power can be written as the following well-known form

see for example [18] or [52] ): 

̇
 sys = �̇� 𝑖𝑛𝑡 + �̇� 𝑡𝑟 = ∫

𝑉 

�̄�

√ 

2 
3 
�̇� 𝑖𝑗 ̇𝜀 𝑖𝑗 𝑑 𝑉 + ∫

S 
𝑇 𝑖 . 𝜙𝑖 𝑑 𝑆 = 𝐿 �̇� (2)

here �̇� 𝑖𝑛𝑡 = Δ𝑈 𝑖𝑛𝑡 ∕Δ𝑡 and �̇� 𝑡𝑟 = Δ𝐸 𝑡𝑟 ∕Δ𝑡 are internal deformation

ower and traction power, respectively and 
∑
𝑇 ∕Δ𝑡 = 𝐿 �̇� . In Eq. 2 ,

̇
 𝑖𝑛𝑡 represents the power consumed (changed) in the system due to the

lastic deformation and �̇� 𝑡𝑟 stands for the power associated with the

rictional tractions. Also, volume V denotes the deforming barrelled do-

ain, S is the area of that boundary where the tractions (friction-induced

hearing stresses) develop and �̄� is the material’s effective stress (von-

ises’ yields strength). Under an ideal deformation, without friction,

t is typically assumed that the effective strain, strain rate and stress

re homogeneous and internal deformation energy changes only due to

lastic deformation. To account for the irreversibility of the process due

o friction and plastic deformation, described by Eq. 2 , we impose some

ore realistic assumptions: effective strain and strain rate changes het-

rogeneously in V , effective stress is homogeneous, and both internal de-

ormation energy changes due to plastic deformation and traction power

nd deformation energy changes due to elastic deformation are ignored.

n Eq. 2 , the integrals have to be taken over the actual strain-path due

o the presence of friction forces and plastic deformation in the system.

he integrand T i . Φi is the scalar product of the external traction T i and

he material velocity Φi over the traction boundary S . The right-hand

ide of Eq. 2 is the total sum of power transferred across the boundaries

y the mechanism of work rate by the contact force L . 
PM’s total potential energy 

The term ∫
𝑉 

�̄�
√
2∕3 ̇𝜀 𝑖𝑗 ̇𝜀 𝑖𝑗 𝑑𝑉 in Eq. 2 can be found by a change of

ariables as dV = 2 𝜋rdrdz . 

Substituting EPM’s expression for effective strain rate �̇� (see [26] for

he derivations) and rearranging the terms: 

̇
 𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 

4 𝜋�̄��̇� √
3 𝐻 

2 

0 . 5 𝐻 

∫
𝑧 =0 

�̄� 

∫
𝑟 =0 

2 𝑟 
√ 

( 1 − 2 𝐵𝐻 ) 2 𝑟 2 + 3 ( 𝐵𝐻 ( 𝐻 − 4 𝑧 ) + 2 𝑧 ) 2 𝑑 𝑟𝑑 𝑧 (3)

here B is EPM’s barreling parameter [26] . 

Eq. 3 is expressed using the generic notation. Its upper limit of inte-

ral, �̄� , is an imaginary effective radius, �̄� = 0 . 5 𝐷 0 

√ 

𝐻 0 
𝐻 

which is defined

ased on a volume constancy assumption. Integrating and simplifying,
̇
 𝑖𝑛𝑡 in Eq. 3 can be found as: 

̇
 𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 𝜋�̄��̇� 𝛽 (4) 

= 

1 
6 
√
3 𝐻 

2 𝛾3 1 

(
𝐻 

(
6 Γ1 − Γ2 + Γ3 

)
+ Γ4 

)
(5) 

n which: 

1 = 1 − 2 𝐵𝐻 (6)

1 = 

√
3 𝐵 𝐻 

(
𝐵 

2 𝐻 

4 )3∕2 − 

√
3 𝛾2 

(
𝐻 

2 𝛾2 2 
)3∕2 

(7)

2 = 1 − 𝐵𝐻 (8)

2 = 𝐵 𝐻 𝛾3 
(
6 𝐵 

2 𝐻 

4 + 5 ̄𝑅 

2 𝛾2 1 
)

(9)

3 = 

√ 

3 𝐵 

2 𝐻 

4 + 𝛾2 1 �̄� 

2 (10) 

3 = 𝛾2 𝛾4 
(
6 𝐻 

2 𝛾2 2 + 5 ̄𝑅 

2 𝛾2 1 
)

(11) 

4 = 

√ 

3 𝐻 

2 𝛾2 2 + 𝛾2 1 �̄� 

2 (12) 

4 = 

√
3 ̄𝑅 

4 
(
ln 
(√

3 𝛾3 − 3 𝐵 𝐻 

2 
)
− ln 

(√
3 𝛾4 − 3 𝐻 𝛾2 

))
𝛾4 1 (13) 

The eight new terms defined in Eqs. 6 to 13 are introduced to avoid

 lengthy-expression for 𝛽 in Eq. 4 and to allow its calculation in a

ulti-step fashion. The term 𝛽 is an instantaneous geometrical param-

ter whose dimension is [L 2 ] and can be physically interpreted as an

maginary deforming area in the sample. 

The friction shear stress at the sample-die interface is most com-

only expressed as 𝜇P or as mk where 𝜇 and m (0 ≤ m ≤ 1) are
ave 
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alled “Coulomb’s coefficient of friction ” and “friction factor ”, respec-

ively. P ave is compressive normal stress to the interface and k is the

hear strength of the deforming material. An approximate correlation

etween 𝜇 and m can be made based on a CPM based analysis. 

In this work, we calculate the traction power loss, �̇� 𝑡𝑟 , in terms of fric-

ion factor which represents friction during metal forming studies better

han Coulomb’s coefficient . 

Assuming the von-Mises yield criterion for the sample, the traction

ower loss, �̇� 𝑡𝑟 , is usually calculated in metal forming (see for example

53] ) using the following expression for the friction traction (shearing

tress) between a platen and the sample: 

 𝑖 = 𝑚𝑘 = 

𝑚 ̄𝜎√
3 

(14)

here m is the friction factor and k is material’s shear yield strength.

he material velocity, 𝜑 i , at the traction boundary S , is: 

𝑖 = �̇� |z=0 . 5 𝐻 

= �̇� |z=−0 . 5 𝐻 

= 

(
𝐵 + 

1 − 2 𝐵𝐻 

𝐻 

)
𝑟 �̇� (15)

hanging the variable, dS 3 = 2 𝜋rdr , and replacing the values, one can

nd �̇� 𝑡𝑟 as: 

̇
 𝑡𝑟 = ∫

𝑆 

𝑇 𝑖 . 𝜙𝑖 𝑑 𝑆 3 = 2 
�̄� 

∫
0 

𝑚 ̄𝜎√
3 

(
𝐵 + 

1 − 2 𝐵𝐻 

𝐻 

)
𝑟 �̇� 2 𝜋𝑟𝑑𝑟 = 

4 𝜋𝑚 ̄𝑅 

3 ( 1 − 𝐵𝐻 ) ̄𝜎

3 
√
3 

(16) 

The velocity difference between the platens and the sample in the

irection of shear and parallel to the platen surface in Eq. 16 was ac-

ounted twice as S comprises the upper and lower interfaces. The power

ransferred across the tool-sample interface to the system is 𝐿 𝐸𝑃𝑀 

�̇� .

quations 4 and 16 are substituted in Eq. 2 which results in: 

 𝐸𝑃𝑀 

�̇� = 𝜋�̄��̇� 𝛽 + 

4 𝜋𝑚 𝑅 

3 ( 1 − 𝐵𝐻 ) ̄𝜎�̇� 

3 
√
3 

(17)

r: 

 𝐸𝑃𝑀 

= 𝜋�̄�

( 

𝛽 + 

4 𝑚 𝑅 

3 ( 1 − 𝐵𝐻 ) 

3 
√
3 

) 

(18)

here L EPM 

is the contact force between the tool and sample according

o EPM theory. Friction factor, m , is a key pre-requisite in Eq. 18 to con-

ert BCT’s test results in flow stress based on EPM. In what follows, Eq.

8 is used in an optimization framework to identify the friction factor. 

 solution for m using the minimum total potential energy 

The minimum total potential energy principle states that the actual ve-

ocity solution is a kinematically admissible velocity field that satisfies

he following conditions: 

• fulfils the governing equations 
• renders a stationary total potential energy, when only the primary

variable changes; the velocity field brings the system’s total energy

at a stationary state when an infinitesimal variation 𝛿 from such a state

along with the primary variable results no change in the energy. 

A careful examination of Eq. 18 shows that the right-hand side is

roportional to the consumed power in the sample, �̇� 𝑠𝑦𝑠 , and has the

arreling parameter B as the only variable for a given deformed config-

ration. In other words, B is the primary variable in Eq. 18 and therefore

he equation can be considered as the following functional Π -see for ex-

mple Kupradze and Aleksidze [54] - which represents the total power

onsumed in the system: 

= 𝛽 + 

4 𝑚 𝑅 

3 ( 1 − 𝐵𝐻 ) 

3 
√
3 

∝ �̇� 𝑠𝑦𝑠 (19)

Dividing the left-hand side terms in Eq. 1 by Δt changes its nature

rom total energy change into total power. Likewise, the total potential

nergy principle can be restated as the variation of total power, 𝛿�̇� 𝑠𝑦𝑠 

r 𝛿Π, and expressed mathematically as: 

Π = 𝛿�̇� + 𝛿�̇� = 0 (20)
𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑡𝑟 
hen only the primary variable B changes. 

In a numerical solution of BCT, the first condition is fulfilled when

he velocity boundary conditions are applied and the second condition is

ulfilled in an iterative form. For EPM’s velocity field presented in this

ork [26] , we note that the first and second conditions have already

een satisfied. To fulfil the third condition, we treat barreling parame-

er, B , as the primary variable. Minimizing the functional Π with respect

o B satisfies the third condition by calibrating the velocity field for the

eformed configuration under consideration. This can be physically in-

erpreted as follows, during an ideal deformation process the minimum

nergy corresponds to the minimum barreling. To find the instantaneous

alue of m for the current deformed configuration, Eq. 20 can be restated

y eliminating the functional’s first derivative with respect to B : 

𝜕Π
𝜕𝐵 

= 

𝜕 �̇� 𝑖𝑛𝑡 

𝜕𝐵 

+ 

𝜕 �̇� 𝑡𝑟 

𝜕𝐵 

= 0 (21)

The symbolic solution for friction factor, m , in the generic notation

an be presented as follows (see Appendix A for details): 

 = 

𝐻 

(
Ω1 − Ω2 + Ω3 + Ω4 

)
− Ω5 

4 𝐻𝛾4 1 �̄� 

3 
(22)

here the following five new terms are also defined to abbreviate Eq.

2 further: 

1 = −6 𝐻 

2 
( √

3 
√ 

𝐻 

2 𝛾2 2 − 𝛾4 

) 

− �̄� 

2 (4 𝛾3 + 𝛾4 
)

(23)

Ω2 = 2 𝐵 

3 𝐻 

3 ( 

3 𝐻 

2 
( √

3 
√
𝐵 

2 𝐻 

4 + 

√
3 
√ 

𝐻 

2 𝛾2 2 − 𝛾3 − 𝛾4 

) 

− 10 ̄𝑅 

2 ( 𝛾3 + 𝛾4 
)) 

(24) 

Ω3 = 6 𝐵 

2 𝐻 

2 ( 

𝐻 

2 
( 

2 
√
3 
√
𝐵 

2 𝐻 

4 + 

√
3 
√ 

𝐻 

2 𝛾2 2 − 2 𝛾3 − 𝛾4 

) 

− 2 ̄𝑅 

2 (3 𝛾3 + 2 𝛾4 
)) 

(25) 

4 = 3 𝐵𝐻 

( 

2 𝐻 

2 
( √

3 
√ 

𝐻 

2 𝛾2 2 − 𝛾4 

) 

+ �̄� 

2 (7 𝛾3 + 3 𝛾4 
)) 

(26)

5 = 

√
3 𝛾4 1 �̄� 

4 
(
ln 
(√

3 𝛾3 − 3 𝐵 𝐻 

2 
)
− ln 

(√
3 𝛾4 − 3 𝐻 𝛾2 

))
(27) 

here 𝛾1 , 𝛾2 , 𝛾3 and 𝛾4 were defined in Eqs. 6 to 12. 

A careful examination of Eq. 22 shows that it correlates the friction

actor m with the instantaneous geometrical measures namely B , H and
̄
 , which are specific to the deformed configuration of the test sample.

hus, the calculated m based on Eq. 22 varies with deformation. This is

n agreement with the experimental findings by Wang and Ramaekers

55] for the plane strain compression test and by Han [56] for BCT on

he instantaneous nature of m . In fact, Rastegaev test specimen for BCT

57] was proposed by a few researchers (e.g. [58] ) to avoid the increase

n m during the test but its laborious procedure proved to be unpractical.

The solution described by Eq. 22 provides an instantaneous value

f m provided that the barrelling data (instantaneous d , D and H ) are

vailable since the start of deformation. This is due to the irreversible

ature of friction and plastic deformation which makes the process path

ependant. 

Based on Eq. 22 , to monitor the changes in m when deformation is

rogressing, the test rig has to record the mid-plane diameter D simul-

aneously with other test data (e.g. H and L ). Concurrent measurement

f D requires to add a diameter transducer [59] to the test rig. Equation

2 indicates that the conventional practices of BCT which are based on

n assumed and fixed value of m to interpret the test results (e.g. CPM)

re not justified. 
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Table 1 

Summary of sample’s barreling data obtained by FEA simulation [23] ; D , d , �̄� = 𝑅 and H are given in mm . 

FEM’s friction factor; m FEA 

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 

𝐻 = 15 , R̄ = 5 . 164 0.5 D 5.174 5.186 5.196 5.201 5.204 5.207 5.209 5.211 5.213 5.214 

0.5 d 5.122 5.095 5.076 5.063 5.054 5.0460 5.040 5.034 5.028 5.023 

𝐻 = 13 , �̄� = 5 . 547 0.5 D 5.549 5.577 5.600 5.619 5.634 5.6480 5.656 5.663 5.668 5.668 

0.5 d 5.438 5.373 5.318 5.271 5.230 5.1930 5.160 5.123 5.107 5.090 

𝐻 = 11 , �̄� = 6 . 030 0.5 D 6.037 6.093 5.960 6.162 6.184 6.2020 6.213 6.221 6.226 6.229 

0.5 d 5.832 5.714 5.515 5.554 5.504 5.4720 5.475 5.404 5.395 5.369 

𝐻 = 9 , �̄� = 6 . 667 0.5 D 6.674 6.757 6.811 6.847 6.875 6.8960 6.909 6.920 6.924 6.927 

0.5 d 6.365 6.223 6.126 6.067 5.994 5.9180 5.932 5.930 5.925 5.910 

𝐻 = 8 , �̄� = 7 . 0711 0.5 D 7.0750 7.1690 7.2270 7.2660 7.2950 7.3160 7.3310 7.3420 7.3480 7.3510 

0.5 d 6.7140 6.5860 6.4550 6.3980 6.3680 6.2950 6.2510 6.2490 6.2230 6.1910 

Fig. 3. Use of tracking nodes to extract d − H 

data from the FEA solutions; the position of 

(a) the chosen 10 tracking nodes on the initial 

mesh, (b) the 9 tracking points on the fully de- 

formed mesh, (c) the tracking points on an in- 

termediate mesh. (e) and (c) are the insets of 

(a) and (b), respectively. (d) shows the track- 

ing point at the end of deformation. 

Fig. 4. (a) Smoothening of the numerical H − d data using the 4 th order polynomials and (b) Onset of foldover and its development with friction factor m . 

O
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n numerical verification of EPM’s friction solution 

The key input into Eq. 22 is the barreling parameter B which can be

ndirectly measured [27] based on the concurrently measured H − D − d

ata. For various reasons, obtaining this data during the test is chal-

enging. Further, such an experiment doesn’t allow verification of the
dentified friction factor. To avoid these, we adopt a virtual experiment

o generate the required pseudo data and to check the accuracy of the

dentified friction factor using Eq. 22 . An FE model is constructed to

enerate the set of pseudo-experimental H − D − d for the test scenarios.

he FE model and data generation will be discussed in the next section.
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Fig. 5. Barreling parameter B estimated based on the FE results at the top and 

mid-planes of the sample and their variations with H and m . 
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Incompressibility is a key concern when enforcing the minimum to-

al potential energy principle and solving the friction factor. Numerical

olution of Eq. 2 enforces the incompressibility by adding a penalty term

sing a penalty constant or a Lagrange multiplier. A method used here

s to include the incompressibility in EPM indirectly by estimating the

nstantaneous value of B based on a method presented in [27] which

elies on the top-plane diameter d . This results in indirect incorporation

f the measured d and therefore indirect enforcement of the incompress-

bility in the solution. Hence, the pseudo H − d data become critical to

stimate m by EPM. 

CT’s finite element model 

A finite element model is developed using SFTC-DEFORM Premier
M software to generate the pseudo-experimental data. The deforma-

ion data will be used as input data to compute friction factors by EA

nd EPM solution expressed by Eq. 22 . Finally, the friction factors are

ompared with those of the experimental data. 
ig. 6. Comparing friction factor m EPM and m EA calculate by EPM and EA methods, 

A’s method [23] . A generic approach has been adopted in these calculations. 
The constructed Finite Element model of BCT was solved for a series

f BCT case studies. This allowed a correlation of friction and geometri-

al parameters of the deformed sample. To make the results comparable

ith those published by Solhjoo [23] , in the first set of simulations we

dopted a similar test scenario with: D 0 = 10 mm , H 0 = 16 mm , H = 15 to

 mm with 1 mm steps and m FEA = 0.1 to 1 with 0.1 steps. 

For all cases solutions presented here, the coordinates shown in Fig.

 was chosen. Due to the axisymmetric nature of the problem, only a

uarter of each test sample and a rigid upper die was modelled using 460

uadrilateral bi-linear elements and 517 nodes. During the simulations,

he upper die was moved with a given speed along the negative z-axis

o deform the sample positioned between the moving upper die and the

 -axis as the symmetry axis. 

A previous study by Fardi et al [24] using two FEM programs DE-

ORM 2D and ABAQUS showed that “the geometry-based ” calculation

f friction factor is not highly sensitive to the material property nor the

est temperature. As such, the choice of material behaviour should have

inimum impact on the calculated values of m . The two materials used

n our simulations merely represent two case studies and based on the

onclusions of the above study, we expect that the findings based on

ther material types will be the same. 

In the first set of finite element simulations by Solhjoo [23] , Al-6063

amples with a composition of Si = 0.44, Cu = 0.05, Mn = 0.05, Mg = 0.47,

r = 0.03, Zn = 0.1, Ti = 0.01, Fe = 0.20 and Al = balance at an isothermal

emperature of 200°C were simulated based on the material properties

rovided in the program’s library [36] . The material exhibits a strong

ork hardening behaviour in contrast with Al-1100 which behaves al-

ost in a rigid perfectly plastic fashion with a low work hardening rate.

In the second set of finite element simulations, Al-1100 samples

ith a composition of Si = 0.19, Cu = 0.10, Mn = 0.01, Mg = 0.01, Fe = 0.50,

l = balance at the same isothermal condition were used based on the ma-

erial properties provided in the program’s library [37] to ensure that

he calculated m according to Eq. 22 applies to both types of materials.

For each simulation, a constant friction factor ( m FEA ), was chosen

nd the resulting D and d were recorded. The values of D , d , and m

or the first set of finite element simulations are listed in Table 1 for

omparison. 

 note on the pseudo-experimental H − D − d data 

During the sample deformation, due to the friction-induced conse-

uent barreling, the upper part of the specimen profile may form a new

ontact surface with the die. This phenomenon is known as foldover

hich complicates the generation of the pseudo data. Exclusion of the
respectively with their counterparts in FEA simulation, m FEA ; (a) EPM and (b) 
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Fig. 7. Comparison of m values based on EPM 

and FE model using an incremental approach. 
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e  
ata corresponding to the foldover stage will be briefly discussed next.

ue to the occurrence of foldover, as shown in Fig 3 , and due to a need

o re-mesh during the iterative solutions of the FE model, the node in

ontact with the die at the top-plane changes during the entire course

f deformation. We have used tracking points concept as shown in Fig.

 , to extract H − D − d data from the FE solution. However, depending

n the solution step, either of the tracking points P 1 to P 9 sequentially

epresent the contact point between the upper die and the sample and

ventually one of these points at a time represents H − d data. 

moothing of the pseudo-H-d data. Due to the incremental nature of the

E solution, as shown in Fig. 4 a, the H − d data is not smooth. How-

ver, evaluation of B relies on the slope of H − d data and therefore the

tepped curve has to be smoothed before a reliable B can be calculated

or the deformation step. As shown in Fig. 4 a, a bi-quadratic polynomial

fourth-order) is used here to smoothen the data before estimating B . It is

lear in Fig. 4 a that “the foldover induced stepped behaviour ” increases

n the data when friction factor m increases from m = 0.1 to m = 0.8. To

chieve reliable data for a high friction factor cases, it is suggested to

se finer mesh. This increases the number of steps but reduces the run

nd rise in each step. 

Fig. 4 b shows the onset of foldover on the H − d data results from the

E model. It can be seen that by increasing the fixed factor of friction,

 , the foldover starts sooner during the test. 

Based on the extracted H − d − D data, barreling parameter B at top

nd mid-plane for different values of m was calculated and the results

re shown in Fig. 5 . 

In Fig. 5 , estimations of B at the top and mid-plane of the sample

re shown for comparison. In the calculation of the friction factor, the

stimated B at the top-plane is adopted as justified earlier in this work.

esults and verifications 

omparison of the calculated m with the pseudo-experimental friction factor

Since the tribological conditions can easily change during BCT, it is

xtremely difficult to directly measure m during the test. This explains

hy a virtual lab and pseudo experiments are used here which provides

 reliable platform to verify the accuracy of the identified m based on

q. 22. 
This section presents and compares the pseudo-experimental results

or a series of constant m compression tests with those calculated based

n Extended Avitzur model and EPM. The calculations are performed in

wo ways: with large and small increments. 

alculation of m with large increments 

In the first verification set, the predicted deformed geometries us-

ng FE simulations, listed in Table 1 , were chosen as input for EA and

PM case studies. For each simulation scenario, the corresponding fric-

ion factor m EA and m EPM 

were calculated using EA and EPM methods

espectively. Given the current deformed configuration of the sample

rom the FE solution [23] , the key deformation parameters are used to

alculate B and m for the current stage of deformation with respect to

he sample’s initial undeformed configuration. The data listed in Table

 are used regarding the initial geometry D 0 and H 0 using the large

ncrement definition of B . 

One may argue that a large increment approach violates the path

ependence condition of the deformation. This does not apply to our

erification set 1, simply because the increment is not used to find the

urrent deformed configuration but only to find the barreling parameter.

he current deformed configuration is dictated by our finite element

ased virtual experiment which is independent of the step size chosen

o calculate B . 

alculation of m with small increments 

The pseudo-experimental H − d data used in this section were gen-

rated using the second set of finite element simulations to (1)- demon-

trate how barreling and m develop during a typical BCT test and (2)-

est the accuracy of Eq. 22 in estimating m with an incremental approach

o the deformation. 

The results in Fig. 7 exclude the reductions with H ≤ 11 due to the

evelopment of the foldover in this zone, as shown in Fig. 4 b. 

Results from a large number of finite element simulations, similar to

hose in Fig. 7 , showed that the calculated friction factor m is very sen-

itive to B . According to [27] , the H − B curve becomes indeterminate

ear H →H 0 . A similar singularity also exists for the EA model [35] .

his limitation has to be kept in mind when estimating B at the top-

lane and at the early stages of the test. For the case presented in Fig.

 , the singularity exists near H = 16 mm . EPM’s barrelling parameter B ,

valuated at the mid plane: z = 0 and 2 ̄𝑅 = 𝐷 , is singular when H and
𝑛 
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 0 are too close ( H n − 1 →H n ) [26] . This leads to unrealistic values of

riction factor. Excluding the foldover zone, H ≤ 12 in Fig. 4 b, and ex-

luding a zone in the vicinity of the singularity, one should expect the

ost accurate estimations of m using Eq. 22 where 13 ≤ H ≤ 15. The

esults in Fig. 7 confirm this postulate. Interestingly, the results in Fig.

 indicate the presence of a minimum B within this accuracy zone i.e.

ith low to moderate reduction in H where 13 ≤ H ≤ 15 mm. It is clear

n Fig. 7 that the calculated m from Eq. 22 in the vicinity of the min-

mum are reasonably close to their nominated and fixed values in the

E simulations. A similar conclusion can be made for the results with

arge increments shown in Fig. 6 a. It is evident from Fig. 7 that when

he friction increases, the amplitude of the fluctuations in the estimated

 around the nominal fixed value of the friction factor also increases. 

iscussion and conclusions 

The only available analytical solution for the test’s friction factor,

A solution, relies on the sample’s shape changes. While due to its con-

enience, the solution has been widely used for the last two decades,

ecent studies have revealed that it suffers serious limitation in terms of

ccuracy and applicability. A close examination of the EA method re-

eals that exact expression of the sample’s profile in the method is not

ossible. Solhjoo proposed an examination method for EA’s barreling pa-

ameter using a series expansion of the profile equation and suggested

he limitation of Avitzur’s family of the formulation is due to its cho-

en kinematically admissible velocity field which poorly represents the

eformation. Also, the velocity field is incapable to capture the unavoid-

ble foldover phenomenon. The presented results in this work ( Fig. 6 b).

onfirm that the limitation is inherent to the utilized velocity field in EA.

oor and inaccurate estimations of EA’s friction factor, shown in Fig. 6 b

omplies with previous findings by [23] ; EA’s family of barreled solu-

ions are unqualified to model BCT’s friction and to identify its friction

actor. This emphasises the importance of the current work and similar

amily of formulations to enable more reliable estimation of the friction

actor m . 

The friction estimation shown in Figs. 6 a and 8 comply reasonably

ell comply with the FE results. 

A fixed finite element model was used for all simulations. The model

s not optimized for all test scenarios. Mesh sizes and their aspect ratio

ave to be chosen following the compaction ratio. As a result, the accu-

acy of the FE solutions can change for the cases presented in Table 1 .

his can explain mixed compliance of the EPM and FE results. 

BCT’s finite element model served here as a reference to assess and

ompare the validity of EA and EPM. However, the finite element model

annot be used as a substitute for EA and EP models. This can be under-

tood by noting that both EA and EPM are classified as characterization

ools; given measured BCT’s load displacement and deformed geometry

ata (as inputs), the characterization tool estimates friction factor and

he flow data (as output). A finite element model, however, requires fric-

ion factor and flow data as input to estimate BCT’s load-displacement

esponse. 

A key feature of the EPM based upper bound solution is the plastic

ower integral. The term found to be solvable analytically without ren-

ering singularities in its domain or a need for numerical integration.

lso, contrary to the EA solution, the EPM’s barreling parameter can

e calculated without a need to employ approximate solutions based on

eries expansion so on. Choosing the EPM velocity field and employing

 has enabled the completion of the integration in a closed-form. Oc-

asionally, analytical integration is impossible or singularities arise at

 = 0 based on other velocity fields. 

We presented here an alternative energy-based and closed-form so-

ution to estimate the test’s friction factor. A two-dimensional velocity

eld and its kinematic model were employed in the proposed friction

olution which only requires BCT sample’s initial and final dimensions

s its inputs. 

Contrary to the currently used BCT solutions, the proposed EPM

olution requires only one experimental data set, “load-displacement-
arreling data ”, to post-process and estimate both friction factor and

ow behaviour. 

It was demonstrated that other available solutions for the axisym-

etric compression problem, known as CPMs, cannot identify the fric-

ion factor as both models require the friction factor as their input and

ave several known limitations. In contrast to the EA solution, EPM so-

ution demonstrated a good agreement with finite element simulation

f BCT for both incremental and generic formulations. Comparing the

dentified friction factors for several cases using EA and the proposed

PM, the latter solution was verified. It was also demonstrated that the

actor identified using the EA model is inaccurate and therefore unre-

iable. The merits and disadvantages of the existing models and their

olutions were discussed and compared with those presented in the cur-

ent work. The presented EPM solution enabled to estimate the friction

actor reliably outside the singularity and foldover zones. This justifies

ore applications of the current model for example in constitutive mod-

lling and post-processing of the test data. A key feature of the presented

olution is that “EPM’s deformation power integral ” can be solved an-

lytically without a need for numerical integration. The proposed solu-

ion has been now verified at both the kinematic and constitutive levels.

ue to the limitations of numerical solutions such as the finite element

ethod for direct post-processing of mechanical test data, the presented

losed-form solution is considered a significant analytical tool. The pre-

ented solution is a significant development in mechanical modelling

nd analysing the BCT data. Such developments should enable a more

eaningful interpretation of the test data and a better understanding of

he underlying deformation phenomena that are typically simulated by

he compression test. 
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ppendix A 

Solving Eq. 21 , friction factor m was identified and simplified as pre-

ented by Eq. 22 . The solution and simplification involved lengthy and

omplex integrations and derivations in a symbolic fashion. To ensure

he correctness of the solution, Wolfram Mathematica software was em-

loyed to numerically and symbolically verify the solution. The use of

he software is beyond the scope of this paper and can be found else-

here (e.g. [ 60 , 61 ]) and for the sake of brevity, only the simplification

esults are presented. However, the source files for Computer-Aided Al-

ebra Software Mathematica which were used here are available upon

equest. 

Equation 22 provides EPM’s closed-form solution for m . The expres-

ion is too long to be used with an ordinary calculator. The relationship

or friction factor as described by Eq. 22 can be easily integrated into

n excel spreadsheet or in a code for data conversion, friction calcula-

ions and simulation. It is suggested to utilize the equation as a subrou-

ine in a computational framework. Fig. A1 presents a Fortran subrou-

ine ( findm.for ) for an easier utilization of EPM’s closed-form solution

f m (see Eq. 22 ). The subroutine requires instantaneous values of B ,

 and �̄� as its inputs and returns the calculated value of m as the out-

ut. This allows to post-process the test data (e.g. to convert BCT’s raw

ata into flow curve) by a geometry-based estimation of the friction

actor m . 
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Fig. A1. Fortran subroutine “Findm.for ” to calculate friction factor m . 
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